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Introduction

The CycloWiz team have released a PC application that lets you flash new firmware to your 
CycloWiz unit. This works while the chip is still installed in the Nintendo Wii. I have had a 
few requests about how to upgrade using this tool if you have made an external installation via 
my guide. Thankfully this is very easy as the external install is no different from an internal one 
in this case. In this guide I'll cover how to update your CycloWiz unit in two ways:

-With the chip still fully attached in your module
-Disconnecting the A, B and C connections from the module

In both cases you will need the Nintendo Wii (this will not work without a Wii!) and in both 
cases you must build a DVD tool cable (covered here briefly). I presume you have some 
soldering/modding experience as you have done my external install. If you have never soldered 
before or feel you are inexperienced contact a shop or other more experienced person to do the 
upgrade for you. Upgrading is however much easier if you have done an external installation 
then when you have used quick-solder or wired internally.

Quote warning official upgrade guide;
In case you’d like to use this program to recover from a bad flash, you must perform a full 
installation check before running the program. Verify that the switch is working properly with a 
multi-meter, and that the upgrade wires are soldered at the right place.

That comes down to: If you want to use this to recover from a bad firmware flash (an update 
gone bad) you must have your CycloWiz unit completely connected to the Wii as with a 
normal install (in our case have it hooked up to your 9pins connection properly). Also make 
sure that the update switch is working properly.

Also, please do not re-host this file. Thank you!

Lastly: I do not take any responsibility on what you do. If your CycloWiz,
Wii or anything else gets damaged in any way you yourself are responsible! 



Chip module design

I've put the install diagrams for a CycloWiz unit here so you can check your module before 
attempting the upgrade (of course any alternate points can be used on the CycloWiz). No wires 
are connected with each other. RED and BLUE wires have only been used to clarify this fact.

               This symbol indicates        | Pin-out assumed on your | This symbol is a bridge meaning no
the update switch        | 9pins. Numbering used: see below  | connection is made, wires cross eachother

I am assuming you have used my pinout scheme as stated on my website;

*CycloWiz unit image taken from official installation manual all rights reserved Cyclops Team.



Building the cable

This information is taken directly from the PC flasher User Manual PDF. Copyright Team 
Cyclops.



Connecting the cable – Choose method

You now have two options:

- Connect the cable without changes to your CycloWiz's connections (similar to the 
  quick solder method described in the User Manual)
- Connect the cable by removing connections A, B and C from your CycloWiz and
  connecting the DVD tool cable to the 9 pins DSUB.

Both options have things going for them. When not changing anything on your CycloWiz you 
avoid unnecessary soldering. However this also means you will have to keep the update switch 
in the ON position during the time that the DVD tool cable is connected to your computer (to 
avoid damage to your CycloWiz). This is not the case when removing the A, B and C 
connections making the process less risky. However when removing those points you will have 
extra solder work as you first have to remove them and afterwards re attach them.

I will cover both ways step by step with tech schemes.



Connecting the cable - “Quicksolder”

If you have chosen the quick-solder method of approach please set your update switch in the 
ON position and leave it that way. Before you attach anything to your computer and/or Wii 
make sure this is still the case and if not fix it.

1. Keep your module as is
2. Solder the DVD tool cable's A, B, C and G connections to their corresponding 

CycloWiz connections or 9 pins DSUB connections (both work).
3. Make sure once more that the switch is in the ON position
4. Hook up the DVD tool cable to your computer and start the flasher application; 

see “Using the program” for details.



Connecting the cable - “Wired”

If you have chosen the wired-install method of approach:

1. Desolder connections A, B and C from either the 9 pins DSUB 
(RECOMMENDED!) or the CycloWiz unit.

2. Solder the DVD tool cable's A, B, C and G connections to their corresponding 
9 pins DSUB connections (A=3 B=4 C=2 and G=5).

3. Hook up the DVD tool cable to your computer and start the flasher application; 
see “Using the program” for details.

4. Once done with the flashing remove the DVD tool cable and reconnect the A, B 
and C points to your CycloWiz.



Using the PC application

This information is taken directly from the PC flasher User Manual PDF. Copyright Team 
Cyclops.

This should be all the info you need. As stated above follow the on screen instructions and 
happy updating ;). If you have any tips or comments you can send them to 
TBGTDSHB@scorpei.com, look around on forums for me or post a comment on 
http://blog.scorpei.com/.

http://blog.scorpei.com/
mailto:TBGTDSHB@scorpei.com

